
Job Description
Release Manager (PH)

The Release Manager role is an emerging discipline in software development. In this role, you will
own the entire release management lifecycle, the releases can be inclusive of application updates,
operating system patches, security improvements, hardware upgrades, Projects and Programs. You
will focus on coordinating various aspects of production and projects into one integrated solution.
You have to ensure that resources, timelines, and the overall quality of the process are all considered
and accounted for by implementing and managing release processes for the progression of code in
the development, test, and production environments.

The Release Manager Job function works collaboratively with all participants in software
development projects and is supportive of developers and testers as they set up their build dev/test
environments. This position also works with IT management to improve the software engineering
processes and practices associated with continuously building, deploying, and updating software and
environments

What success looks like?
[Inside-looking out] To be successful, you must have a very good work background on Release
Management and hands-on experience in managing a release which involves a lot of core software
engineering functions, and a lot of supporting functionalities too.

You shall set the standard and tone to achieve the following:

1. Move software releases into production while coordinating with different teams to ensure
the smooth delivery of software releases with little to no disruption

2. Ensure continuous integration and continuous software delivery within the prescribed
timeline

3. Increase high quality and ensure milestone adherence of release projects

Reports to

The Release Manager reports directly to the Global Solutions and Innovations Architect. You shall
also provide assistance in setting operational policies and procedures, key performance metrics, and
developing organisational and infrastructure strategies applicable to the release of our products.

Key Results Areas:

1. Product Functional and Technical Expertise
2. Engagement and Partnership with Different Business Units



Key Performance Indicators:

1. Product Functional and Technical Expertise
● 10+ years’ experience in knowledge dissemination with particular emphasis on HCM

and SAP solutions is a plus.
● Experience in SaaS industry is an advantage
● An expert understanding of software development lifecycle.
● Ability to handle software infrastructure management & configuration management
● Highly proficient in SpinifexIT product suite and processes.
● Experience in creating, developing and implementing global processes.
● Able to coordinate global projects using cloud-based platforms.
● Experience in Agile / Scrum methodologies
● Knowledge of Jira

2. Engagement and Partnership with Different Business Units
● Demonstrate ability to interact and cooperate with all company employees.

● Build trust, value others, communicate effectively, drive execution, foster innovation,
focus on the customer, collaborate with others, solve problems creatively and
demonstrate high integrity.

● Maintain professional internal and external relationships that meet company core
values.

● Proactively establish and maintain effective working team relationships with all
support departments.

Key Roles and Responsibilities:

The key responsibilities of the role include but are not exclusive to:

1. Ownership of the End to End process of Release Management at SpinifexIT.
2. Owner of the Change Control Board: creating meetings, setting agendas, writing minutes and

keeping up-to-date records.
3. Manage risks and resolves issues that affect release scope, schedule and quality
4. Measure and monitor progress to ensure application releases are delivered on time and

within budget, and that they meet or exceed expectations
5. Coordinate release content and effort based on the service request backlog, pending service

requests, third party applications, or operating system updates
6. Communicate all key project plans, commitments, and changes including requirements, QA

plans, schedule, and scope changes
7. Manage relationships and coordinate work between different teams at different locations
8. Conduct Release Readiness reviews, Milestone Reviews, and Business Go/No-Go reviews
9. Manage the Release Team responsible for the updating and delivery of our software products

to our customers.
10. Manage a team of Developers dedicated to updating our software in an efficient manner but

not to the detriment of quality. Ensure that time assigned to coding tasks are closely
monitored and adhered to.

11. Manage the team of Testers to ensure that our testing plans are again efficient but maintain
quality of our products.  Testing team’s progress is to be monitored and reported.

12. Take full ownership of all the technical collateral linked to a new product release. Manage the
updating of our documentation so that it is aligned with the development work and launched
to both internal and external stakeholders in a timely manner.



13. Oversee all customer relationships with regard to support tickets, requests and escalated
issues by providing efficient processes for problem resolution, notifications, escalations and
reporting of performance metrics.

14. Ensure that the Release Management Plan is running effectively at all times which includes
continuous monitoring of deliverables.

15. Working with other Senior Management in the organization as well as other internal
stakeholders to ensure internal and customer needs are addressed as efficiently and
effectively as possible.

16. Drive staff to monitor and resolve issues as they arise

17. Implement Quality Control measures across the entire Release Management portfolio.

18. Establishing and assuring adherence to schedules, work plans and performance

requirements.

19. Assist and advise in the areas of appropriate tools and the logistics of contingency planning

20. Establishing process improvement plans to reduce effort, cost of operations and increase

efficiencies and scalability, especially in regards to use of resources.

21. Assist in capacity planning of infrastructure scalability and architectural design of SpinifexITs
support systems.

22. The manager must also develop and enforce IT policies for numerous areas in his/her domain

including, but not limited to security, completion of change request forms, coding standards

etc.

Key Qualifications:

1. Bachelor's degree in Computer Science or related field
2. At least 10 years of previous release and/or project management experience, (Solid

understanding of project management principles preferred)
3. 8-10 years of experience in information systems operations environment in systems analysis

or development
4. 15+ years’ experience in knowledge dissemination with particular emphasis on HCM and SAP

solutions  is a plus.
5. Experience in the cloud industry is an advantage.

Job Qualifications:

The applicant or candidate must have/be:

1. Achievement-focused with an ability to work with a  high degree of autonomy
2. An ability to discern best practice that promotes efficiency and scalability.
3. A wide degree of creativity and latitude is expected
4. Able to plan effectively and manage multiple priorities
5. Effective leadership and collaboration skills to use all resources available to achieve goals.

6. Outstanding verbal, written and presentation abilities with a high attention to detail.

7. Demonstrate ability to coordinate cross-functional work teams toward task completion

8. Demonstrate effective leadership and analytical skills

9. Advanced written and verbal communication skills are a must

10. Structured thinking




